Technology
Optimized for tissue performance, Formsoft is a triple layer tissue fabric engineered to provide high-speed drainage over a short forming length. Formsoft’s patented weft ratio also delivers the highest fiber support with excellent dimensional stability and uniformity throughout the life of the fabric. Its sheet support structure is ideally suited for improving sheet tensile strength, formation and hand feel. The running side has been engineered to provide excellent life capacity on your demanding tissue machine.

Benefits
Formsoft provides the most comprehensive performance package for your tissue former:

- Excellent fiber support & uniformity
- High-speed drainage
- Improved sheet formation
- Improved sheet porosity
- Improved sheet tensile strength
- Improved fabric life potential
- Increased fiber retention
- Improved sheet softness
- Cleaner running

Applications
Formsoft is the ideal tissue fabric for all machine types including:

- C-wrap formers
- Crescent formers
- Suction breast roll
- S-wrap formers
- Pressure formers
- Suction c-wrap formers
- Fourdriniers

For more information about Formsoft contact your Xerium representative today, or visit Xerium.com.